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ABSTRACT 
 

Policy and Practice on Parental Leave and  
Work-life Balance in Sweden 

 

Jaeyeon Lee 

International Area Studies (Europe) 

The Graduate School of International Studies  

Seoul National University 

 
 

This paper aims to investigate social policy, in particular parental leave, as a 

tool of promoting gender equality in Sweden. Enhancing gender equality is not 

only a way to respect human rights, but also a way to invest in social and human 

development. Sweden is one of the countries that fulfill gender equality as an 

egalitarian society. Various international indicators prove that Sweden is a 

gender-equal society, which makes it possible the Swedes to have work-life 

balance and to support family economy. The ‘Swedish model’ has been studied by 

a number of scholars since Sweden took the third way to develop its welfare as 

well as economic growth. And this paper seeks factors of the Swedish Model that 

maintain the system up until now.  

By fully using my experiences and in-depth interviews of experts regarding 

gender equality here I additionally attempt to find implications for welfare-

developing countries, mainly East Asian countries, that are remarkably achieved 

economic development in short period, but struggle with social conflicts when it 
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comes to welfare issues.  

First of all I point out three historical characteristics of Sweden in 

demography, relation between society and politics, and economic development. 

Sweden had been through low fertility rate already in 1930s, but currently 

maintains 1.9 of TFR. Also, the democratic political culture and effort of the 

Social Democratic party for building a welfare state had a significant impact on 

what Sweden is now. Lastly, unique active labor market policy achieved relatively 

stable employment system in Sweden. Then I will explain about gender equality 

scheme that penetrates social policy of Sweden, especially parental leave is 

regarded as one of the most efficient tool to promote gender equality current 

moment. Sweden ranks in tops in many international indicators regarding gender 

equality, work-life balance, and women’s employment rate.  

In conclusion, besides of gender equal that is rooted in social policy there are 

two implication of studying social policy in Sweden. One is importance of 

willingness and mindset of the people. And the other is ensuring enough 

competence to authorities that conduct social policies and proper agencies that 

monitor policy implementation. These findings are expected to guide Korea as 

well as other Asian countries to set and implement social policies successfully.  

 

   Keywords: Gender equality, Work-life balance, Parental leave, Swedish 

model, Social policy, Welfare  

   Student Number: 2012-2385
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I. Introduction 

Equality issue is about human rights as well as a source for development of 

humanity. Göran Therborn starts his book that ‘inequality kills.’ (Therborn, 2013) 

Therborn explains how inequality affects indirectly on life expectancy under 

different living conditions. In the modern society, capitalistic factors of life condition 

became more and more complicating that leads severer inequality than before. When 

it comes to inequality, income inequality is one of the indicators providing an 

objective perspective on inequality. In this regards Therborn also argues that gender 

inequality in labor market still exists around the world. And he provides examples of 

gender inequality in labor opportunity, although women’s participation in the labor 

market has slowly grown last few decades. According to Therborn women in Latin 

America still work two third of men, and women in the Middle East and North 

Africa work hardly more than a third of men in the same region. At least it may be a 

positive sign that opportunities for women to work did not retrogress as the society 

develops. (Therborn, 2013) To narrow this inequality gap between men and women 

in a society is possible by implementing suitable policies for citizens equally, and 

constructing an atmosphere that members of the society naturally accept universal 

treatment is right in. In this view responsibility of government is also as important as 

the gender equality scheme.  

Inequality in a society can be very well-documented effect of tearing social 

webs apart and it is the sowing of distrust and fear, therefore there are no assets of 

social development. (Therborn, 2012) For that reason gender equality itself is a part 
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of social investments for societies. Gender equality is realized as work-life balance 

policy such as child care, parental leave and part-time work. Well-paid and job-

protected parental leave, secured part-time work, and large public sector that offer 

decent jobs for many women can reduce child poverty and provide strong starting 

point of women’s and children’s lives. (Morel, Palier and Palme, 2012) Sweden and 

Norway both are well-known of high women’s employment rate along with high 

level of gender-equal work-family policy as well as well-developed social 

investment for expanding the size of the pie. Enhancing gender equality is also used 

as a development tool for developing countries. Asia Development Bank (ADB) 

every 3 years set a gender equality initiative for developing countries. Because the 

ADB believes that investment in gender equality will deliver ultimately higher 

growth rates, faster poverty reduction, and better education and health outcomes. 

(Asian Development Bank, 2013) The Nordic model mainly led by Sweden has been 

high-lightened for decades since they took initiatives to achieve economic growth 

and social welfare system, the Third way1. Moreover, the Swedish model has been 

proved as a successful model by various life related indicators that show how 

satisfied life Swedes have with their children and stood relatively still when the 

economic crisis hit the global economy. Unsurprisingly, this model is also well 

introduced already in Korea. Slowly Korea and other developing countries in Asia 

start benchmarking social policies such as maternity leave, flexible working hours, 

                                         
1 When in spring 1936 an American journalist Marquis Childs published a short volume on the 
reform policies of the Swedish Social Democratic Party entitled Sweden: The Middle Way. 
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which eventually aims to encourage full-employment as Sweden expected to. 

Thus, here I met a question that how Swedish parents can enjoy a lot of time 

with their children without concern of losing their jobs when they are away from 

work. For Swedes taking days or months off for childrearing is natural decision to 

make, but it is not a reason for threatening job security. Taking enough time with 

their young children is both parents’ right to have, which makes Swedes possible to 

have quality life and quality working life. Although there are different kinds of 

Affirmative Action (AA) for women or other minority is taken in different countries, 

the way the Swedish model has worked is more profound and stable than other 

countries, in a way of equal gender value. Thus, I still have a doubt about how the 

Swedish system could be consolidated and become natural in daily life of Swedes, 

and I hypothesize the factor of consolidation is gender equality is basis over the 

policy area. And if the factor is gender equality, I have to investigate why gender 

equality has impact on social development, and which policy is used in Sweden to 

consolidate gender equality? Therefore, this paper aims to investigate egalitarian 

Swedish social policy under gender equality scheme. To be specific I will choose 

‘parental leave’ to see how the policy works in practice.  

In the following chapter I will briefly explain methodology of this paper and 

prior research tendency. Thirdly I analyze history of Swedish social policy in 

different aspects, demographic movement, social and political interaction, and 

economic growth. Because parental leave is a small part of Swedish social policy, it 

is important to understand a big framework of how the Swedish welfare system was 
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built under which certain circumstances. Fourthly, I will explain theoretical 

background, gender equality and parental leave policy as a part of family policy. In 

the fifth chapter I will investigate current parental policy in detail in Sweden and 

idea of gender equality in practice. In this chapter I will mainly utilize depth 

interview materials that were conducted fall 2013 in Sweden and spring 2014 in 

Korea. In the sixth chapter I will point out implication for welfare policy making, 

which can be a guideline for welfare policy building in East Asia. I also expect to it 

may lead further researches on welfare states. Lastly it will be conclusion of this 

paper including limitation of Swedish social policy.  

 

Figure 1. Research framework of social policy in Sweden 

 

II. Methodology and Literature Review 

1. Methodology 

I stayed in Sweden for a year between 2009 and 2010. I lived in a small city 

named Växjö that is in Småland, South of Sweden where I could get to know better 

and listen of everyday life of the Swedes. Furthermore, I had a chance to study in 
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Copenhagen, Denmark for one semester, so that I could do much work on this 

research. I met experts who can provide details about the Swedish society. Thus, this 

paper is not only seeking for an answer of simple research question but also semi-

conclusion of Swedish society based on my experience in Sweden. One of the 

objectives of this paper is to find current position of Swedish social policy and how 

Sweden can achieve work-life balance with high employment rate of women.  

To be more specific of my interviews, I interviewed is Karin Hallén. She is a 

researcher in Swedish Institute for Social Research2 (SOFI) and her major research 

area is gender difference in labor market careers and working life in a cross country 

comparative perspective. I interviewed her about from general gender situation of 

Sweden’s labor market to parental policy. Also I met Ann-Zofie Duvander, a 

professor of Sociology and Demography of Stockholm University. Her main 

research area is family policy as well as work-connection. Since she is an expert of 

parental leave in Sweden, I had chance to listen what driving force of Swedish social 

policy is. I interviewed a professor Sven E. O. Hort, an author of Social Policy, 

Welfare State, and Civil Society in Sweden, a book in 1990 that provided a 

comprehensive and in-depth analysis of Sweden as a welfare state, also currently a 

professor in Social Welfare at the college of Social Science, Seoul National 

University, Korea. Lastly I met Sofia Falk, a CEO of Wiminvest, a consulting 

company for creating a better balance of men and women in top managerial level. It 

is a leading consulting company in Sweden and the Nordic countries when it comes 

                                         
2 SOFI was chosen to host the Swedish Council for Working Life and Social Research project 
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to getting more women into manegerial positions. Falk, is awarded and nominated in 

several her specialized business areas and she is a right person who could explain 

what private sector thinks of gender equal opportunity and why companies to change 

their HR management system to gender-friendly.  

In addition, to support practice of parental leave in Sweden I utilize a 

number of indicators published by international organization such as OECD, UN, 

and WEF to provide an objective level of Swedish society, so that my research is 

meaningful to study.  

 

2. Literature review 

When it comes to welfare issue it is natural to regard as a class conflict. And 

when it comes to gender issue it is natural to consider as gender conflict. I will argue 

that it is important to take a universal approach in social policy making process. 

Providing satisfied welfare system is neither about a class conflict nor a gender 

conflict. It is about equal approach to the issue and what the government can offer to 

its each individual for individual’s life time.   

Rothstein argues that Quality of Government institutions, social trust, and 

equality are highly related, and universal social policies are not likely to get enacted 

in societies where the level of social trust is low or the level of corruption is high. 

(Rothstein, 2011) The Swedish model has been studied as one of alternative models 

for states that are seeking to develop their welfare system as well as economy. It is a 

unique system or the most convincing system at this time because the first design of 
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Swedish welfare system was not to only protect women or lower class. It aimed to 

provide protection to its people regardless of their gender, age, ethnicity, education 

background or skills, place of residence under the equal society.  

Many of prior researches conducted by Korean researchers focus on different 

Swedish social policies, such as education, employment, family policy for each issue 

that Korea also has. And those researches present how the Swedish people benefited 

by the system. Those studies imply that the Swedish social policies can be a solution 

for current Korean issues regarding family, labor, and equality issues. However, 

starting point of Swedish social policy is an ‘egalitarian application for all’. Swedish 

law states that it aims to egalitarian approach for both genders, female and male. I 

will examine what factors made Sweden. Study of the Swedish model has a long 

history. When in spring 1936 an American journalist Marguis Childs published a 

short volume on the reform policies of the Swedish Social Democratic party he 

entitled Sweden: The Middle Way.  

If I narrow down a bit more in the social policy itself and parental leave, 

most of researches were conducted on conveying specific facts of the law and simple 

comparison between Swedish policy and their own countries, which can be very 

detailed, but the conclusion of the research is only conclusion of ‘the paper’ not for 

the practical issue we have. For example, in a case of use of female workforce, 

Swedish policy was decomposed program by program, which resulted in increasing 

number in women’s employment. In Korea policy makers proposed flexible working 

hours for mothers and created part-time jobs in public sector. Because conclusion of 
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their research is that rate of part-time women in Sweden is higher than other 

developed countries and women’s employment rate is more than 70 percent. 

However, by the law if Sweden ‘parents’ are entitled to work part-time when they 

have to take care of their children and if they want to work as full-time the company 

must arrange his or her full-time working schedule again. Also companies are not 

entitled to change labor contract terms on their own until the union approves. Now 

we can see the difference between Korean part-time working parents, mostly mother, 

and Swedish part-time working parents. I will also argue about inequality in job 

market between men and women in Sweden. There is no guaranteed full-time job for 

Korean parents, mostly mothers, who started as part-time worker. According to 

government’s part-time job scheme is that since Korea does not have same starting 

ground as Sweden, we can try creating part-time jobs then making another 

supplementary tool that enables to switch to full-time job. However, part-time and 

full-time job scheme of Sweden is about sub-tool for gender equality. By providing 

flexibility in the labor market more parents can jump into labor market without 

hesitation of taking care of their children. The main objective should not be 

producing higher number of women’s employment rate, mostly insecure part-time 

job. The main objective here should be perusing gender equality.  

Not only emphasizing on gender equality scheme in social policies, trust in 

government should be taken in consideration. 기타오카 argues that one of the 

reasons that the social system could work in Sweden is because of high level of trust 

in the government. When folkhemmet (the people’s home) scheme was considered in 
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politics by the Social Democratic party trust in the government was already premised, 

so that the ruling party could devise various social policies. (기타오카, 2012) 

Without trust in government any policy would not work. For example, Hyundai 

Research Institute published a weekly economic review on positive effect of 

women’s economic activity. The research concludes that it is essential to keep 

women in the labor market for sustainable and stable labor pool, and it is highly 

recommend that increase of vocational training, flexible working hours, child care 

services, and reinforcing related law. (김민정, 2013) However, it is much focused 

on problem-solving conclusion by not mentioning importance of responsible role of 

government.  

 According to OECD’s Better Life Index 2014 Sweden ranked in fourth with 

58 percent, whereas only 23 percent of the people trust in the government of Korea. 

Although it seems extreme comparison between Sweden and Korea, considering 

demand of well-developed social policy that comes along with economic growth in 

Korea, it is an ideal moment to revisit social policy with perspective Asian and 

Korean. Baik and Chung argue that the Korean government must recognize suffering 

of families and the social problems it causes for the economy. (Baik and Chung, 

1996) In this regard it is significant to investigate which factors brought a stable 

welfare system and relatively stable economic growth in Sweden. Rothstein 

mentions QoG has influence to welfare system, which policy has been worked on for 

better QoG under which ideology.  
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III.  Development of Social Policy in Sweden  

To learn history is the first step to understand a mechanism of the welfare 

system. The Swedish model that seems like a package welfare deal now was not 

given away at once. It is a result of series of accumulated effort in every part of 

society. I will explain of important moments of Sweden in each aspect that has 

accumulated until now and as a result the accumulation brought the most 

favored welfare system in the world. Firstly I will see demographic change from the 

late 19th century and 1930-1940 when Sweden had already baby boom and problem 

of low fertility rate, which is relatively early than other developed 

societies. Secondly I will see interaction between society and politics. This part is the 

most important because demand of education, job security, fertility rate management, 

and economic growth had become realized in the policy, so that the government 

actually took actions to institutionalize into the society. Lastly I will briefly explain 

economic growth when industrialization developed and how private sector and 

public sector organized.  

 

1. Demographic change 

Population of Sweden as of 2013 is 9.645 million. One of the characteristic 

of population of Sweden is foreign background Swedes. According to Swedish 

Statistics as of 2011 there is nearly 20 percent of population had foreign background, 

either they were born abroad or born in Sweden by whom born abroad.  
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In terms of welfare system there are interesting factors about demographic 

change of Sweden can be pointed out two things. First is fertility management. 

Sweden went through low fertility rate already back in 1930s as many of developed 

countries and some of developing countries have the same problem at the very recent 

years. However, TFR bounced up shortly to a peak of 2.6 in 1945, which was 

affected by two of the World Wars that accelerated industries. Thereafter TFR 

remained above replacement level for about two decades up to a peak in the mid-

1960s; followed in the 1970s again by another period of below replacement level 

fertility until the mid-1980s. (Lindh, 2011) Currently TFR of Sweden is maintained 

1.9 last few years. Experts insist that this relative high TFR of Sweden is highly 

related to social policy that encourages women to be active in the labor market while 

their children are taken care of by their fathers or at a daycare centers.  

 

Figure 2. Total fertility rate3 

                                         
3 Human Fertility Database. Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research (Germany) and 
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Second character is migration issue through 19th century and until current 

moment. Before industrialization people of Sweden had a hard time to live on, so 

during the early 1800s until 1900s about 1.3 million Swedes emigrated to the North 

America and other European countries that were fast growing economies. Favored 

destination was the United States, but those of whom emigrated to the US re-

immigrated to Sweden when the Great Depression started. In 20th century Europe 

had been through two World Wars and civil wars between the neighbor countries, 

Sweden’s emigration and immigration pattern changed by accepting a number of 

refugees from other neighbor countries, such as Finland, Norway, Estonia, Denmark 

and Germany. Also, in 1954, following the formation of the “Nordic Council” 

Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Iceland introduced a common labor market that 

affected immigrants from the council.4 Today, family reunification is the most 

common cause of migration among immigrants from countries outside the Nordic 

Council and the EU.5 Also, the number of immigrants from EU countries and the 

European Economic Area (EEA) is considerable group after EU enlargement in 2004. 

(see appendix B) 

 

                                                                                                                
Vienna Institute of Demography (Austria). Available at www.humanfertility.org (data downloaded 
on 8th April 2014). 
4 Focus Migration (2009) p.2 
5 Focus Migration (2009) p.2 
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   Figure 3. Total Residence Permits granted 1980-20126 

 

Demographic change is not a direct factor for consolidation of welfare system 

in Sweden. However, Sweden’s demographic change in the relative past that is 

similar to current developed countries leaves a room to consider. Sweden realized 

that population, labor force, management is important for the sustainable 

development of the society. Additionally, this management can be realized by giving 

equal chances to women to work and encouraging men to stay home with their 

family rather being a single bread winner.   

 

2. Social and political interaction 

                                         
6 Migration Board. The total number of residence permits is sum of refugees, family reunification 
and people of which reunification of refugees, labor migration, students, adopted children, and 
European through EEA agreement.  
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Social and political interaction is one of the most important and influential 

driving force that made Sweden as a welfare state today. Firstly Sweden has a long 

parliamentary history, creation of parliament, the riksdag, since early 1900s. This 

long history made it possible the democratic political culture to root in Swedish 

system, and this culture is applied not only decision making in politics but also daily 

life of the Swedish people.  

The Social Democratic party played an important role to build the social 

system. Between 1949 and 2006 for 60 years the total number of years of the other 

parties seized political power in the riksdag was only 9 years, from 1976 till 1982 

and from 1991 till 1994.7 (기타오카 다카요시, 2012) Education reform and active 

labor market policy led by the Social Democratic party is the main policies that 

shaped cornerstone of Swedish welfare system. Education reform is one of crucial 

initiative of the Social Democratic party, and the active labor market policy was 

political demand for the riksdag from the Swedish Trade Union Confederation 

(Landsorganisationen, LO). In terms of equality Olof Palme strongly believed in 

education reform to create of a single comprehensive school providing compulsory 

education, and to eliminate of the financial obstacles to secondary and higher 

education. (Arter, 1999) Equality in education will ultimately produce greater social 

equality in the society. Olof Palme addressed that the school system is and will 

continue to be a key to the abolition of the class society. (Rothstein, 1996)  

                                         
7 After the election in 2006 coalition party of 4 other parties took over the riksdag and prime 
minister is currently Fredrik Reinfeldt from the Moderate Party (Moderaterna).  
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The Social Democratic Party Per Albin Hansson Sep. 1936 – Oct. 1946 

The Social Democratic Party Östen Unden Oct. 1946 – Oct. 1946 

The Social Democratic Party Tage Erlander Oct. 1946 – Oct. 1969 

The Social Democratic Party Olof Palme Oct. 1969 – Oct. 1976 

The Centre Party 

(the Moderate Party, the Liberal Party) 
Thorbjörn Fälldin Oct. 1976 – Oct. 1978 

The Liberal Party 

(the Moderate Party, the Centre Party) Ola Ullsten 
Oct. 1978 – Oct. 1979 

The Centre Party 

(the Moderate Party, the Liberal Party) Thorbjörn Fälldin 
Oct. 1979 – Oct. 1982 

The Social Democratic Party Olof Palme Oct. 1982 – Mar. 1986 

The Social Democratic Party Ingvar Carlsson Mar. 1986 – Oct. 1991 

The Moderate Party 

(the Centre Party, the Liberal Party) 
Karl Bildt Oct. 1991 – Oct. 1994 

The Social Democratic Party Ingvar Carlsson Oct. 1994 – Mar. 1996 

The Social Democratic Party Göran Persson Mar. 1996 – Oct. 2006 

The Moderate Party 

(the Centre Party, the Liberal Party, the 
Christian Democrats) 

Fredrik Reinfeldt Oct. 2006 -  

Table 1. The ruling party and the prime minister after World War II (기

타오카 다카요시, 2012) 

 

Secondly farmer’s political power was the driving force of social movement 

that affected Swedish active labor market policy, another tool taken for equality. The 

long agriculture history gave farmer to have land ownership, and this land ownership 

combined with middle class’ political power when there was mechanization of 
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agriculture industry. As result, the relationship between the farmer and the middle 

class, working class, influenced creation of the saltsjöbaden agreement signed in 

1938. The saltsjöbaden agreement is a Swedish labor market treaty signed between 

LO and the Swedish Employers Association (Svenska Arbetsgivareföreningen, SAF), 

which became a model of other employment agreements. LO and SAF established a 

formal system for labor market relations, and a framework for elite bargaining 

between powerful leaders of organized labor and organized management instead of 

government’s involvement. (Scott, 1988) From the agreement the government is not 

entitled to take a formal role in the labor market or any hierarchical position in the 

negotiation. LO and SAF were only entitled to negotiate directly general labor 

contract before local unions or local employers proceeded their contracts. The 

saltsjöbaden agreement, therefore, made it possible to build collective interest voice 

of individual workers and entrepreneurs that can actually influence to political 

decision making. ‘The spirit of saltsjöbaden’ came to symbolize a willingness on 

both sides of the labor market to find accommodation and agreement. (Scott, 1988) 

Afterwards the active labor market policy was introduced 1960s, which was to 

embrace labor movement after World War II.  

As well as workers political power was considered in decision making 

women’s social and political power increased. Swedish feminism between mid-

1800s and mid-1900 played a role to accomplish the Swedish social reform. 

(Lindaholm, 1991) During two World Wars Swedish women’s movement declined to 

demand for equal rights. Women worked with other large interest groups that led 
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labor movement and the Social Democratic party, so that their voice was reflected on 

family and social policy. There was a program named ‘The Parliament for Mothers 

and Children,’ worked to ensure that no women should suffer poverty for having a 

child and no child would suffer for having and impoverished mother. (Lindaholm, 

1991)  

Social and political interaction in the 1990s remarkably affected the Swedish 

welfare system. The system is based on well-designed political initiative as well as 

collective voice of the Swedes. This political process would not have worked with 

only political will or social movement. Politicians realized that they needed a longer 

term plan for the future and to build a basis equality was the key issue. Therefore 

reforms in labor market and education were vital. It was natural that women became 

visible in society and in politics. Bringing women into the labor market, and 

providing chances same as men have and paying them same as men accordingly 

workload while their children were protected by governmental care system were 

meant to be done.  

 

3. Economic growth  

Before industrialization Sweden was one of the poor countries in the Europe. 

As I already mentioned above because of poverty many Swedes left their home 

country in the late 1800 and early 1900s. Major industry of Sweden was agriculture 

at this time. In the late 18th century there was agricultural revolution, which is a 

starting point that gave farmers strong economic and political position. 
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In 1940s is industrialization was onboard in every sector. As I mention in the 

demographic changes there was U-turn tendency in immigration, and industry 

sectors started up its economic development. Industrial development accompanied 

with MNCs development: MNCs such as Ericsson, Alfa Laval, SKF and etc. had 

already started manufacturing in Europe, Asia, America in 1930s. Moreover 

international trade influenced economic growth of Sweden. When the EFTA was 

established in 1959 in the first ten years commerce within EFTA grew 186 percent; 

that among the Scandinavian countries along grew 284 percent. As productivity was 

enhanced by mechanization and rationalization, in the late 1900s agricultural output 

was still on the increase, and industrial production was about then times that of early 

1900s. In 1952 Denmark suggested the creation of a Nordic Council without any 

military obligations that provide for discussion of common problems in economic, 

social, and cultural matters. It started as non-governmental institution and later on 

they seek to further strong economic union. Nordek was proposed in 1968 by the 

Danish Prime Minister Hilmar Baunsgaard. However, the Nordek did fail in the end 

by disapproval of Finland to join and Denmark joining the EEC instead of creation 

of Nordek. Olof Palme, the Prime Minister of Sweden had eager for the realization 

of this organization and managed trade deficit by joining the EEC.  

By the 1970s one-fifth of Sweden’s total production was exported, and this in 

time paid for a similar share of imports. (Scott, 1988) However, economic prosperity 

of this early age did not last long. Between 1970s and 1980s economic indicators 

showed that growth had stalled: inflation exceeded 10 percent annually, 
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unemployment was about 50 percent, the budget deficit of the central government 

was more than 10 percent of national income, and foreign debt exceeded 20 percent 

of GDP. (Bosworth and Rivlin, 1987) Swedish government had to take an initiative 

by devaluing Swedish krona and reducing financial debt. Although the labor market 

policy in Sweden was seriously taken, reconstructing labor market was required to 

solve economic recession since 1970s. In this matter participation of social 

movement and politics was critical as I review in the previous part. Labor market 

development is strongly related to economic growth of Sweden since Sweden 

institutionalized especially for a set of labor market policy, which is called ‘Active 

labor market policy’. The active labor market policy encouraged the government in 

the 1950s to inaugurate a series of programs or stimulate employment opportunity, 

and of course it was agreed by LO and SAF. (Scott, 1988) The active labor market 

policy was regarded as an endeavor to combine four economic policy objectives: 

high employment, low inflation, wage solidarity in the trade union movement, and 

the promotion of economic growth. (Rothstein, 1996) As a result the Swedish active 

labor policy made high employment rate of women possible with in 1980s than other 

developed countries. About two-thirds of the increase in the female labor force went 

into part-time employment, another 25 percent into full-time employment, and the 

remainder into unemployment in 1985, which is doubled record in comparison to 

1964. (Bosworth and Rivlin, 1987)  

Another characteristic of labor market in Sweden is relative large public 

sector. The public sector had grown after the industrialization. Expansion of public 
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sector started since 1960s with huge inflow of women labor force to the public sector, 

which is one more step closer to full-employment. Recruitment in the public sector 

increased the number of women in the labor market as teachers, care workers, and 

nurses, which also affected employment rate and family economy. As a result, late 

1990s public employment was about more than 30 percent of employment in 

Sweden. High employment rate also means that tax revenue will increase, so that the 

government can provide proper social service to the people. Bosworth and Rivlin 

argue that although the negative incentive effects from the large public sector are 

well known and widely advertised, for the Swedish economy grew at rapid rates, 

spurred by a very high ratio of investment to GDP. (Bosworth and Rivlin, 1987) The 

point to make in economic growth management in Sweden is a unique set of labor 

market policies, which resulted with high employment rate in especially women, and 

that also led to support family economy. Supporting family economy lied on the 

objective of Swedish social policy.  

In general the objective of equality scheme, the Nordic welfare model is 

extremely oriented towards full employment. Values on equality are reflected in the 

objectives and premises for public policies to provide universal income protection 

and access to high-quality services and to a considerable extent, even for the system 

of collective bargaining about wages and occupational benefit. (Kvist, Fritzell, 

Hvinden and Kangas, 2012) Scandinavian cases spending large expenditure on social 

security can be a driving force of stable economic growth.  
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IV. Gender Equality and Parental Leave  

1. Gender equality 

Supporting gender equality is not an option. It is no longer surprising that a 

number of companies consider how to utilize women’s labor force as valuable assets. 

Thus, pursuing gender equality in policy area and by-law of a company do not mean 

a nice gesture, just because half of population is women. Gender equality is what we 

should always take a consideration as social investment. Social policy was presented 

not simply as a means for the provision of individual security and redistribution, but 

also for the efficient organization of production. (Morel, Palier, and Palme, 2012) 

Each member of society should not be excluded from social protection. In this 

perspective women who had been marginalized should be visible in policy area 

under gender equality value. In particular in this chapter I will look through parental 

leave policy in Sweden to investigate why parental leave policy can be an essential 

factor for empowering women in the labor market and enhancing gender equality in 

the society.  

According to the European Institute for Gender Equality (EIGE) the Union is 

already aware of importance of gender equality. In fact, ‘gender equality’ is a quite 

new term for some of member states, and it makes hard member states to understand 

why men’s involvement is means to promote gender equality. Gender equality in the 

EU has persistently been seen as a ‘women’s issue.’ (EIGE, 2012) Thus, various 

organizations do not seem themselves gender-equal, and even though some 
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organizations seems themselves as involved with men and gender equality, their 

performance is limited in sideways focus on masculinity. As it is very much 

acknowledged equality between men and women is basic principle of international 

law, the reality was not as the law stated. At EU level, the Council of Ministers has 

stated that: ‘In order to improve the status of women and promote gender equality, 

more attention should be paid to how men are involved in the achievement of 

equality, as well as to the positive impact of gender equality for men and for the 

well-being of the society as a whole.’ (EIGE, 2012) The EU took an initiative action 

plans called ‘Strategy for equality between women and men 2010-2015.’ The action 

plan covers six priority areas: equal economic independence; equal pay; equality in 

decision-making; and end to gender-based violence; external action; and horizontal 

issues. (European Commission, 2010) As a result, gender gaps have significantly 

shrunk in recent years. For example, childcare centers for under three years of 

children increased from 26 percent to 30 percent between 2007 and 2011 in EU level. 

However, there remains a challenge to improve in every 28 member states level in 

six priority areas.  

Gender equality itself is not only an objective but also a tool for reducing 

poverty. First of all promoting gender equality and empowering women is one of 

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The target aims to eliminate gender 

disparity in primary and secondary education by 2005, and in all levels of education 

no later than 2015. Girls can hold equal education background as boys do so that 

they are expected to access to work and economic assets, and participation in 
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government in the future. The ADB also regards gender equality in all aspects since 

many Asian countries shift its main industry from agriculture to the secondary 

industries. A number of women start entering into the labor market outside 

agriculture. The ADB concerns that gains from women’s economic social activities 

have been uneven across the region and within countries, with women and girls in 

low-income countries, poor households, remote rural areas, or certain ethnic groups 

or castes often left behind. (ADB, 2013) In particular, ADB gender equality initiative 

covers wide rages from girl’s education to women entrepreneur or participation in 

political decision making in the lower level. For instance, ADB supported school 

girls, households, working women under food assistant project and more than 87,000 

of girls and women benefited, which is targeting wide rages but to support everyday 

meals issue. The MDGs often was criticized for constant target changes and 

compromising with circumstances, whereas the ADB took initiative efficiently 

covering wide ranges.  

Among developed countries Sweden is the leading country. Sweden was 

second-ranked in the Gender Inequality Index (GII) as of 2012. The GII is a part of 

Human Development Invest of UNDP. The GII takes a consideration in maternal 

mortality ratio, adolescent fertility rate, seats in national parliament of women, 

female population with at least secondary education, and female labor force 

participation. (see table 2) The smaller GII value means the more gender equal 

society. Interestingly, all of Scandinavian countries that provide relative universal 

welfare system are highly ranked. The result shows that more gender equal society is 
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to have high accessibility to education, work or economic assets, and participation in 

politics. Thus, the gap between women and men is not large in Sweden and other 

highly ranked countries: gap of labor force participation rate between women and 

men in Sweden is 8.7 percent, whereas Yemen, lowest ranked, is 46.8 percent. 

Although the result excludes participation in regional level, this indicator can throw 

a frame of what gender-equal society is like, as well as economically developed. In 

addition, the Swedish experience is cited in many cross-cultural studies of family 

regulation and gender equality, mainly because of its exceptional character and its 

alleged-mainly by its government- stability and productivity. (Lundqvist, 2011)  
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Rank Name
2012 Gender

Inequality
Index Value

2010
Maternal
Mortality

Ratio

Adolescent
Fertility Rate

2012 Seats in
National

Parliament
(% female)

2006-2010
Population
with at least
secondary
education
(Female)

2006-2010
Population
with at least
secondary
education

(Male)

2011 Labour
force

participation
rate (Female)

2011 Labour
force

participation
rate (Male)

1 Netherlands 0.05 6 4.3 37.8 87.5 90.4 58.3 71.3
2 Sweden 0.06 4 6.5 44.7 84.4 85.5 59.4 68.1
3 Switzerland 0.06 8 3.9 26.8 95.1 96.6 60.6 75
3 Denmark 0.06 12 5.1 39.1 99.3 99.4 59.8 69.1
5 Norway 0.07 7 7.4 39.6 95.6 94.7 61.7 70.1
6 Germany 0.08 7 6.8 32.4 96.2 96.9 53 66.5
6 Finland 0.08 5 9.3 42.5 100 100 55.9 64.2
8 Slovenia 0.08 12 4.5 23.1 94.2 97.1 53.1 65.1
9 France 0.08 8 6.0 25.1 75.9 81.3 51.1 61.9
10 Iceland 0.09 5 11.6 39.7 91 91.6 70.8 78.4
11 Italy 0.09 4 4.0 20.7 68 78.1 37.9 59.6
12 Belgium 0.10 8 11.2 38.9 76.4 82.7 47.7 60.6
13 Singapore 0.10 3 6.7 23.5 71.3 78.9 56.5 76.6
14 Austria 0.10 4 9.7 28.7 100 100 53.9 67.6
15 Spain 0.10 6 10.7 34.9 63.3 69.7 51.6 67.4
16 Portugal 0.11 8 12.5 28.7 40.9 40.2 56.5 68
17 Australia 0.12 7 12.5 29.2 92.2 92.2 58.8 72.3
18 Canada 0.12 12 11.3 28 100 100 61.9 71.4
19 Ireland 0.12 6 8.8 19 74.8 73 52.6 68.5
20 Czech Republic 0.12 5 9.2 21 99.8 99.8 49.6 68.2
21 Japan 0.13 5 6.0 13.4 80 82.3 49.4 71.7
22 Cyprus 0.13 10 5.5 10.7 71 78.1 57.2 71.5
23 Greece 0.14 3 9.6 21 57.7 66.6 44.8 65
24 Poland 0.14 5 12.2 21.8 76.9 83.5 48.2 64.3
25 Israel 0.14 7 14.0 20 82.7 85.5 52.5 62.4
26 Luxembourg 0.15 20 8.4 25 77.1 78.7 49.2 65.2
27 Korea (Republic of) 0.15 16 5.8 15.7 79.4 91.7 49.2 71.4
28 Lithuania 0.16 8 16.1 19.1 87.9 93.1 54.1 63.9
29 Estonia 0.16 2 17.2 19.8 94.4 94.6 56.7 68.2

30 The former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia 0.16 10 17.8 30.9 72 85.3 42.9 68.9

31 New Zealand 0.16 15 18.6 32.2 82.8 84.7 61.6 74.1
32 Slovakia 0.17 6 16.7 17.3 98.6 99.1 51.2 68.1
33 Croatia 0.18 17 12.8 23.8 57.4 72.3 46 59.7
34 United Kingdom 0.21 12 29.7 22.1 99.6 99.8 55.6 68.5
35 China 0.21 37 9.1 21.3 54.8 70.4 67.7 80.1
36 Latvia 0.22 34 12.8 23 98.6 98.2 55.2 67.2
36 Libya 0.22 58 2.6 16.5 55.6 44 30.1 76.8
38 Bulgaria 0.22 11 36.2 20.8 90.9 94.4 48.6 60.3
39 Malta 0.24 8 11.8 8.7 58 67.3 35.2 67.4
40 United Arab Emirates 0.24 12 23.4 17.5 73.1 61.3 43.5 92.3
41 Albania 0.25 27 14.9 15.7 78.8 85 49.6 71.3
42 United States 0.26 21 27.4 17 94.7 94.3 57.5 70.1
42 Hungary 0.26 21 13.6 8.8 93.2 96.7 43.8 58.4
42 Malaysia 0.26 29 9.8 13.2 66 72.8 43.8 76.9
45 Bahrain 0.26 20 14.8 18.8 74.4 80.4 39.4 87.3
46 Tunisia 0.26 56 4.4 26.7 29.9 44.4 25.5 70
47 Kuwait 0.27 14 14.4 6.3 53.7 46.6 43.4 82.3
48 Viet Nam 0.30 59 22.7 24.4 24.7 28 73.2 81.2
49 Moldova (Republic of) 0.30 41 29.1 19.8 91.6 95.3 38.4 45.1
50 Trinidad and Tobago 0.31 46 31.6 27.4 59.4 59.2 54.9 78.3
51 Russian Federation 0.31 34 23.2 11.1 93.5 96.2 56.3 71
51 Kazakhstan 0.31 51 25.5 18.2 99.3 99.4 66.6 77.2
53 Bahamas 0.32 47 28.3 16.7 91.2 87.6 69.3 79.3
54 Azerbaijan 0.32 43 31.4 16 90 95.7 61.6 68.5
55 Romania 0.33 27 28.8 9.7 83.4 90.5 48.6 64.9
56 Mongolia 0.33 63 18.7 12.7 83 81.8 54.3 65.5
57 Ukraine 0.34 32 26.1 8 91.5 96.1 53.3 66.6
57 Tajikistan 0.34 65 25.7 17.5 93.2 85.8 57.4 75.1
59 Oman 0.34 32 9.3 9.6 47.2 57.1 28.3 81.6
59 Armenia 0.34 30 33.2 10.7 94.1 94.8 49.4 70.2
61 Barbados 0.34 51 40.8 19.6 89.5 87.6 64.8 76.2
62 Costa Rica 0.35 40 61.9 38.6 54.4 52.8 46.4 78.9
63 Cuba 0.36 73 43.9 45.2 73.9 80.4 43.3 69.9
64 Maldives 0.36 60 10.2 6.5 20.7 30.1 55.7 76.8
64 Kyrgyzstan 0.36 71 33.0 23.3 81 81.2 55.5 78.6
66 Chile 0.36 25 56.0 13.9 72.1 75.9 47.1 74.2
66 Thailand 0.36 48 37.0 15.7 29 35.6 63.8 80
68 Turkey 0.37 20 30.5 14.2 26.7 42.4 28.1 71.4
69 Uruguay 0.37 29 59.0 12.3 50.6 48.8 55.6 76.5
70 Mauritius 0.38 60 31.8 18.8 45.2 52.9 44.1 75.5
71 Argentina 0.38 77 54.2 37.7 57 54.9 47.3 74.9
72 Mexico 0.38 50 65.5 36 51.2 57 44.3 80.5
73 Peru 0.39 67 48.7 21.5 47.3 59.1 67.8 84.7
74 Algeria 0.39 97 6.1 25.6 20.9 27.3 15 71.9
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74 Algeria 0.39 97 6.1 25.6 20.9 27.3 15 71.9
75 Sri Lanka 0.40 35 22.1 5.8 72.6 75.5 34.7 76.3
76 Rwanda 0.41 340 35.5 51.9 7.4 8 86.4 85.4
77 Philippines 0.42 99 46.5 22.1 65.9 63.7 49.7 79.4
78 Lebanon 0.43 25 15.4 3.1 53 55.4 22.6 70.8
79 Belize 0.44 53 70.8 13.3 35.2 32.8 48.3 81.8
80 Myanmar 0.44 200 12.0 4.6 18 17.6 75 82.1
81 Georgia 0.44 67 39.5 6.6 89.7 92.7 55.8 74.2
82 El Salvador 0.44 81 76.2 26.2 34.8 40.8 47.4 78.6
83 Ecuador 0.44 110 80.6 32.3 36.6 36.6 54.3 82.7
84 Morocco 0.44 100 10.8 11 20.1 36.3 26.2 74.7
85 Brazil 0.45 56 76.0 9.6 50.5 48.5 59.6 80.9
86 Namibia 0.46 200 54.4 25 33 34 58.6 69.9
87 Jamaica 0.46 110 69.7 15.5 74 71.1 56 71.8
88 Colombia 0.46 92 68.1 13.6 43.8 42.4 55.8 79.7
89 Nicaragua 0.46 95 104.9 40.2 30.8 44.7 46.7 80
90 Tonga 0.46 110 18.0 3.6 71.6 76.7 53.6 75
90 South Africa 0.46 300 50.4 41.1 68.9 72.2 44 60.8
92 Bhutan 0.46 180 44.9 13.9 34 34.5 65.8 76.5

93 Venezuela (Bolivarian
Republic of) 0.47 92 87.3 17 55.1 49.8 52.1 80.2

94 Suriname 0.47 130 34.9 11.8 40.5 47.1 40.5 68.7
95 Paraguay 0.47 99 66.7 13.6 35 39 57.9 86.3
96 Cambodia 0.47 250 32.9 18.1 11.6 20.6 79.2 86.7

97 Bolivia (Plurinational
State of) 0.47 190 74.7 30.1 39.8 49.7 64.1 80.9

98 Burundi 0.48 800 20.9 34.9 5.2 9.2 83.7 82.1
99 Jordan 0.48 63 23.7 11.1 68.9 77.7 15.6 65.9

100 Honduras 0.48 100 85.9 19.5 20.7 18.8 42.3 82.8

100 Lao People's Democratic
Republic 0.48 470 30.1 25 22.9 36.8 76.5 79.5

102 Botswana 0.49 160 43.8 7.9 73.6 77.5 71.7 81.6
102 Nepal 0.49 170 86.2 33.2 17.9 39.9 80.4 87.6
104 Guyana 0.49 280 53.9 31.3 61.5 48.8 41.8 79.1
105 Gabon 0.49 230 81.0 16.7 53.8 34.7 56.3 65
106 Indonesia 0.49 220 42.3 18.2 36.2 46.8 51.2 84.2
107 Iran (Islamic Republic of) 0.50 21 25.0 3.1 62.1 69.1 16.4 72.5
108 Panama 0.50 92 75.9 8.5 63.5 60.7 49.6 82.5
109 Dominican Republic 0.51 150 103.6 19.1 43.3 41.7 51 78.6
110 Uganda 0.52 310 126.4 35 23 23.9 76 79.5
111 Bangladesh 0.52 240 68.2 19.7 30.8 39.3 57.2 84.3
112 Swaziland 0.53 320 67.9 21.9 49.9 46.1 43.6 70.8
113 Lesotho 0.53 620 60.8 26.1 21.9 19.8 58.9 73.4
114 Guatemala 0.54 120 102.4 13.3 12.6 17.4 49 88.3
115 Senegal 0.54 370 89.7 41.6 4.6 11 66.1 88.4
116 Zimbabwe 0.54 570 53.4 17.9 48.8 62 83 89.5
117 Qatar 0.55 7 15.5 0.1 70.1 62.1 51.8 95.2
118 Syrian Arab Republic 0.55 70 36.5 12 27.4 38.2 13.1 71.6

119 Tanzania (United
Republic of) 0.56 460 128.7 36 5.6 9.2 88.2 90.3

120 Iraq 0.56 63 85.9 25.2 22 42.7 14.5 69.3
121 Ghana 0.57 350 62.4 8.3 45.7 61.8 66.9 71.8
122 Togo 0.57 300 54.3 11.1 15.3 45.1 80.4 81.4
123 Pakistan 0.57 260 28.1 21.1 18.3 43.1 22.7 83.3
124 Malawi 0.57 460 105.6 22.3 10.4 20.4 84.8 81.3
125 Mozambique 0.58 490 124.4 39.2 1.5 6 86 82.9
126 Egypt 0.59 66 40.6 2.2 43.4 59.3 23.7 74.3
127 Haiti 0.59 350 41.3 4 22.5 36.3 60.1 70.6
128 Gambia 0.59 360 66.9 7.5 16.9 31.4 72.4 83.1
129 Sudan 0.60 730 53.0 24.1 12.8 18.2 30.9 76.5
130 Kenya 0.61 360 98.1 9.8 25.3 52.3 61.5 71.8
131 Burkina Faso 0.61 300 117.4 15.3 0.9 3.2 77.5 90.4
132 India 0.61 200 74.7 10.9 26.6 50.4 29 80.7
132 Congo 0.61 560 112.6 9.6 43.8 48.7 68.4 72.9
134 Papua New Guinea 0.62 230 62.0 2.7 6.8 14.1 70.6 74.1
135 Benin 0.62 350 97.0 8.4 11.2 25.6 67.4 78.2
136 Zambia 0.62 440 138.5 11.5 25.7 44.2 73.2 85.6
137 Cameroon 0.63 690 115.1 13.9 21.1 34.9 64.2 77.4
138 Côte d'Ivoire 0.63 400 105.7 11 13.7 29.9 51.8 81.2
139 Mauritania 0.64 510 71.3 19.2 8 20.8 28.7 79.2
139 Sierra Leone 0.64 890 104.2 12.9 9.5 20.4 66.3 69.1
141 Mali 0.65 540 168.9 10.2 11.3 9.2 36.8 70
142 Central African Republic 0.65 890 98.6 12.5 10.3 26.2 72.5 85.1
143 Liberia 0.66 770 123.0 11.7 15.7 39.2 57.9 64.4

144 Congo (Democratic
Republic of the) 0.68 540 170.6 8.2 10.7 36.2 70.2 72.5

145 Saudi Arabia 0.68 24 22.1 0.1 50.3 57.9 17.7 74.1
146 Niger 0.71 590 193.6 13.3 2.5 7.6 39.9 89.9
147 Afghanistan 0.71 460 99.6 27.6 5.8 34 15.7 80.3
148 Yemen 0.75 200 66.1 0.7 7.6 24.4 25.2 72
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Table 2. UNDP Gender Inequality Index 20148 
 

The Prime Minister Olof Palme was enthusiastic to empower women’s 

position in the labor market. As I briefly examine, gender equality scheme is not 

separated issue to consider. The Prime Minister Palme advised to establish of Equal 

Opportunities Advisory Committee in 1972 the year Swedish gender equality policy 

was formally started. Gender equality has foundations in the Swedish constitution, 

which declares that men and women have equal responsibilities and rights within 

marriage and cohabiting relationships, and In 1988 the riksdag passed a five-year 

plan for equality and allocated money for specific equality projects. (Haas, 1996) 

Those efforts made it possible women not to worry about losing job, and to secure 

their position at work. Currently employment rate of women in Sweden between 25 

and 64 years old is 73 percent. The recruitment system of Sweden is not aiming to 

‘gender equality,’ moreover it is more about universal approach. Hallén of SOFI 

explains as follows: 

 

“Employment in Sweden maybe is a little different from Korean system. In 

Sweden each company has its own openings whenever they need people. 

And annual income and detailed welfare should be negotiated between 

company and the applicants. One thing I want to mention is that it is 

prohibited by law that a job seeker is discriminated by age or sex or any 

                                         
8 The data is the latest version as of 2012. I deliberately omit countries out of rank.  
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reason. Also, if a person needs to be educated to get a job, he or she can be 

aided by the government program for free. Vocational training is very easy 

to access to everyone.”  

 

The Swedish government’s gender equality policy has two principles: to 

combat and the transform systems that preserve gender-based distribution of power 

and resources in society, and to ensure that women and men enjoy the same power 

and opportunities to shape their own lives.9 Family policy in Sweden is an example 

of how gender equality is well-realized. Haas argues that Sweden’s case family 

policy area is quite visible and strong by benefiting everyone, not just a particular 

group. (Haas, 1996) Poverty in families with children man has severe consequences 

for the individuals living under such circumstances, not only in the short run but also 

in longer perspective when these children grow up. (Kangas and Palme, 2005) This 

generous family policy in Sweden is not a giving-away paradise. I will discuss 

feature of Swedish family policy and especially parental leave in the following 

section.  

 

2. Parental leave  

Swedish family policy is not just supporting family it is supposed to support 

family ‘economy.’ The family policy is strongly related to be employed since the 

benefits program was built based on work incentive, which also leads to high 

                                         
9 Ministry of Integration and Gender Equality. 2009. Fact Sheet. 
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productivity level. Aiming full employment so that protecting family economy 

becomes possible the main source of it. Swedish family programmed under family 

policy enact with three steps. From the first step rather the government provides 

direct cash benefit, the government promotes education and training program to find 

a job. Once parents are trained, second step is to support employment. Lastly the 

government provides direct financial help, which is mainly focused on the poor and 

the handicapped to be against weakness in the job market. (Haas, 1996) In 

accordance with Korpi’s family policy classification Scandinavian countries 

including Sweden is categorized dual-earner family model. This model is 

characterized not only by policies oriented towards extending mothers’ capabilities 

to combine labor market careers with children, but where fathers also are provided 

with incentives to engage in care work. (Kangas and Palme, 2005) Also Swedish 

family policy provides generous allowance to those who cannot be expected to 

accrue long work records, which makes the system in harmony with the Swedish 

values of solidarity and social responsibility. (Haas, 1996)  

Among various programs under family policy paid parental leave shows an 

escalating trend lead by Sweden since 1974 introducing government Bill no. 220: 

‘Labor market conditions can pull women, who otherwise would have been occupied 

with housekeeping, to enter the labor market. There tendencies will lead to 

considerable difficulties and constraints for families.’ (Lundqvist, 2011) Parental 

leave policy in Sweden was not 'parental' from the first time. It was 'maternity' leave 

policy as other many countries name that targeted mothers to leave for rearing their 
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children. Sweden changed the name of maternity to parental in 1974. As I aligned all 

development of Swedish social policy in the previous chapters, and the idea of 

gender equality, parental leave policy is one of significant tool. It is not a trend 

shown in the statistical result. Sweden currently focuses on this matter to implement 

equal application of parental leave policy to both parents. Regarding parental leave 

Halldén of SOFI explains why Sweden tries to develop parental leave policy as 

details as they can.   

 

“Our institute has researched on income inequality and women’s rate of 

managerial level. And so far we could find out that child rearing or child 

birth is the significant factor of income inequality, because there is no 

difference between single man and woman without a child. Once women go 

on giving a birth or child rearing, their absence at work or labor market 

affects women’s income and promotion opportunity. So if we provide proper 

paid parental leave, women are less likely to drop out from the labor market. 

Thus, it is very important to have satisfying parental leave policy, which is 

consolidated policy in Sweden already.”  

 

Why is parental leave an essential tool to narrow gender gap? Female labor 

force is a key for investment of better society since more women get higher 

education than men do in many developed countries. Figure 4 shows that more 

women registered higher education program than men in Sweden, and the gap 
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between men and women became larger last 20 years. Considering the Swedish 

government does not provide free higher education for every foreign students 

resulting in remarkable drop incoming students, there is more room for European 

and Swedish female students.  

 

Figure 4. Number of student registered in first and second-cycle 

courses and programmes each autumn semester 1977-2012 (Amft, 2013) 

 

According to a researcher Frida of the SOFI whose main study area is 

education is personally finished her doctoral degree while she is raising her three 

children since doctoral student is regarded as a solid job in Sweden, so that she could 

earn child allowance from the government based on her employed status. 
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“It is clear tendency that women want to take higher education and 

moreover, third child is likely to be born in the highly educated women in 

Sweden.”  

 

Parental leave and other family supporting allowance from the government 

and trustworthy education and childcare service does provide women more 

opportunities to work or access economic assets. Therefore, parental leave can lead 

higher employment of women. Additionally, higher employment of women requires 

making both men and women share working time, which enables them to keep 

enough time for catering to their families. (Morel, Palier, and Palme, 2012) In this 

perspective the Swedish family policy including parental leave is a comprehensive 

case that enhances gender equality in general. In the next chapter I will explain more 

details about parental policy in Sweden that increases work-life balance.  

 

V. Work-Life Balance in Sweden 

1. Parental leave as a tool of work-life balance   

As an individual person pursing personal master plan in their lives probably 

has the greatest value. It can be having a big family, building a career, or making a 

lot of money. Unless our master plan is having children, a couple or a woman 

ultimately meets a question whether they have or she has a child or not because their 

or her life will change and affect our daily lives. Letting a new life into our lives is 
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definitely blessing moment, however, realistically raising a child costs money, time 

and effort. Thus, again ‘realistically’ work-life balance does not a matter of mental 

attitude. If there is no time to take care of your child or you do not have money to 

pay for your child’s milk powder, having a child is an option that normally has to 

wait until you have one of them. In this matter appropriate policy should be enacted 

in public level as well as attitude of people towards work-life balance should be 

considered thoroughly.  

Better life index by OECD announces levels of well-being of member states 

every year. It examines 11 different areas that GDP and economic statistics do not 

show. One of areas is work-life balance. The result of 2013 clearly made an 

argument that parents with more children usually want to work more hours, not 

because they love their work, but they can earn more money to support their family. 

Basically in the report work-life balance is considered by how many hours parents 

can spend time with their children besides work, which made an important point 

about what work-life balance is. This is a challenge to governments because if 

parents cannot achieve their desired work-life balance with their child or with their 

career, it is not only their welfare will decrease but so development of country will 

decrease.  

In terms of taking care of household OECD mentions that the distribution of 

household within the family is still influenced by gender roles: men spend more 

hours for paid work than women, whereas women spend more hours for non-paid 

household work than men. To be more specific while average men in OECD 
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countries spend 141 minutes per day doing unpaid work, women spend 273 minutes 

per day for cooking, cleaning or caring. Even though the average difference around 2 

hours for non-paid work between men and women, a huge gap among countries still 

exists. (OECD Better life index, 2013) For instance, Turkish and Mexican women, 

which were ranked in the lowest, spend approximately 4.3 hours more than men 

working on house chores. (OECD Better life index, 2013) Nordic countries, however, 

only 1 hour difference in household work between men and women. In addition men 

who work very long hours among OECD countries is 12 percent, in comparison 

women working long hours is less than 5 percent. Considering women, probably 

more mothers, work unpaid work for house chores than men, probably fathers, the 

number of total working hours, regardless wage, of men and women will show very 

different result.  

Sweden ranked in the 6th among 36 countries in the Better life index in 

work-life balance area in 2013. What this index indicates is how gender equal 

treatment at work and home seems like. Again, work-life balance does not simply 

mean that each individual spend more private time. Once it relates to family, having 

work-life balanced life becomes more complicated. Therefore, parental leave can be 

used highly relevant tool to improve work-life balance. Parental leave enables 

mothers to pursue their working career by less taking care of household and children 

at home. At the same time parental leave allows fathers to stay home taking care of 

household rather working longer hours at work. Parental leave, as a result, fulfils 

genuine work-life balance for both men and women. Raiden and Räisänen found that 
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the Swedish respondents were more inclusive and more reflective of their spouses’ 

situations, and they have more gender-equal and modest attitude than British men. 

(Raiden and Räisänen, 2013) Raiden and Räisänen also find that relative 

consideration on their health and well-being is caused by continuous media 

campaign and policy initiative.  

 

Table 3. Work-life balance ranking10 (Better life index 2013) 

 

The report of the Ministry of finance of Sweden addresses its aims and 

objective of parental leave benefit: to increase choice opportunities and improve the 

economic condition for families with children and there by the children themselves, 

                                         
10 I edit information in the webpage.  

Ranking Country Points Ranking Country Points

1 Denmark 9.8 19 Switzerland 7.1
2 Spain 9.4 20 Portugal 6.8
3 Belgium 8.8 21 Brazil 6.7
4 Netherlands 8.8 22 Slovenia 6.6
5 Norway 8.7 23 United Kingdom 6.3
6 Sweden 8.1 24 New Zealand 6.3
7 Germany 7.9 25 Canada 6.2
8 Russian Federation 7.9 26 Austria 5.9
9 Ireland 7.9 27 Iceland 5.7

10 Luxembourg 7.9 28 Poland 5.6
11 Hungary 7.8 29 Unisted States 5.3
12 France 7.6 30 Australia 5.3
13 Italy 7.5 31 Japan 5.2
14 Finland 7.4 32 Chile 5.1
15 Estonia 7.4 33 Israel 4.9
16 Slovak Republic 7.2 34 Korea 4.2
17 Greece 7.2 35 Mexico 2.6
18 Czech Republic 7.2 36 Turkey 0
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as part of population policy and to increase gender equality on the labor market. 

(Lindquist and Wadensjö, 2006) Most of people criticizing that the Swedish model 

does not fit Korea or other Asian countries argue that culture difference. Asian 

countries traditionally rely much more on family as a safety net than on the 

government. In case of Korea, there are many grandparents involving in grand-child 

bearing and grandparent spent more than 40 hours for taking care of their grand 

children in metropolitan area. (최인희, 김영란, 염지혜, 2012) However, this 

‘cultural’ child bearing should be considered in different approach of what the 

government provides social benefits for working parents: does it provide enough 

daycare center that covers under 5 years old children or are parents able to insist 

parental leave with guaranteed job security? If there is a consolidated parental leave 

that allows parents to take for their younger children, not many of grandparents do 

have to take care of their grand children. 

The parental leave in Sweden at the moment can be used collectively for 480 

days by mom and dad. The leave can be taken by the hour to by the month.11 Out of 

480 days 60 days is called ‘daddy month’ that fathers can only use. If fathers do not  

use this month, it will be deducted from the total parental leave, 480 days. I will 

examine how the parental leave is used in Sweden and gender equal treatment work 

in the private sector, and what factors drive policy implement.  

                                         

11 How leave may be taken out as reduced working hours  
Section 12. When the working hours are reduced, the leave may be distributed over all days of the 
working week or distributed to a certain day or certain days of the working week. (SFS 2001:143) 
(Parental Leave Act:1995) 
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2. Parental leave in practice  

In spite of seemingly perfect policy, if it is not implemented well and 

reformed as a society develops, it cannot be called perfect or successful policy. In 

terms of implementation Sweden has been continuing its effort policy not to be 

detached from daily lives of the people. For example, when Swedish parental leave 

act was introduced in 1995, one month was reserved for each parent, then in 2002 it 

has extended for 2 months called daddy month. Figure 5 shows parental leave 

benefit has been paid proportionally. And the proportion of parental leave benefit 

share increased after mid-1990s. Besides the daddy month, through the years 

childcare service or labor market was also transformed, which additionally affected 

use of parental leave. As of 2012 24 percent of parental leave is taken by men.  

 

 

Figure 5. Women’s and men’s share of used parental leave benefit 

days 1947-2009 (Duvander and Johansson, 2010) 
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However, Halldén points out that even in Sweden parental leave is not taken 

equally by men and women.  

 

“Even though we have relatively long parental leave in Sweden, the use of 

parental leave is not equal. It is also true that more mothers use parental 

leave than fathers. Once one of the parents go on parental leave, they get 

also get paid proportionally their monthly salary, not 100 percent. And 

normally fathers get higher wage than mothers, so more mothers go on 

longer parental leave than fathers. This is why we have daddy month.” 

 

As I explained ‘paid’ parental leave is based on each parent’s income. Thus, 

when it comes to consideration of taking parental leave, both parents also need to 

think economically. Table 4 shows distribution of care of children or relative by 

whom working part-time.  

 

 

Table 4. Employed persons aged 20-64 who work part-time due 

to care of children and care of adult relative 2011 (Statistic Sweden-Labor 

force survey) 
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Parental policy was again reformed introducing ‘gender equality bonus’ in 

2008. Gender equality bonus is paid to parents who share their parental leave equally 

50 SEK daily for a minimum 270 days. Halldén adds her policy ambition that: 

 

“And there is another action we started recently. Parent allowance. Parent 

allowance is very new policy even in Sweden. Government decided to 

provide subsidy to parents those who use their parental leave equally, called 

the parental leave equality bonus. The more equal use of parental leave they 

get money from government, which is not much but still encourage. Equal 

share of parental leave was built a dialogue for a while in the riksdag. Equal 

share is literally equal parental leave, which parental leave that is not 

transferable is given separate to each parent instead 2 months daddy months. 

This issue has never taken seriously although politicians talk about. It comes 

and goes with election campaigns. Giving separate parental leave is an 

ambitious plan as a social researcher.”   

 

With generous parental leave Sweden has also high level of part-time work, 

which is highly related to childrearing. Figure 6 shows caring of children is one of 

main reasons to work part-time for women in Sweden. (see figure 6) Important 

implication I would like to point out is job security. Swedes are entitled to decrease 
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working hours when it comes to child care.12 If a parent who considers taking 

parental leave or working part-time, first issue is how they will re-settle in the labor 

market after he or she fully comes back to work. If part-time work is recognized as a 

normal job, supported by access to basic social security, and allows for normal career 

development and basic economic independence, part-time jobs can generate gender 

equality and active security of working families. (Morel, Palier, and Palme, 2012) 

Therefore, he or she can take parental leave without worry about losing his or her job. 

Although parental leave cannot be applied all countries, I believe parental leave or 

part-time work that guarantees job security is one of powerful tools to promote 

gender equality as well in those of post-industrial society such as developed 

countries and fast-developing countries since a number of those countries need more 

labor force source in ageing society.  

 

                                         
12 Resumption of work  
Section 15 An employee may discontinue her or his leave which has already been commenced and 
resume her or his work to the same extent as before the leave. Non-official translation  
If the employee wishes to exercise her or his right to resume work, the employee shall give notice 
to the employer to that effect as soon as practicable.  

In the event the leave was intended to continue for one month or more, the employer 
may postpone the resumption by no more than one month after the employer has received notice. 
(Parental Leave Act:1995) 
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Figure 6. Reason for part-time work for persons aged 20-64, 

2011 (Statistic Sweden-Labor force survey) 

 

Even though there is equally applicable policy exists, if other society 

members do not follow the policy, the policy becomes useless. Rothstein argues that 

QoG institutions, social trust, and equality are highly related, and universal social 

policies are not likely to get enacted in societies where the level of social trust is low 

or the level of corruption is high. (Rothstein, 2011) Transparency is crucial in terms 

of successful implementation that actually confers benefits to the people. For 

example, executive order of Korea on Infant and Child Care Act13 requires that 

                                         
13 Executive order of infant and child care act 
Article 20 Installation of childcare center at a workplace 
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workplaces which meet requirement in the Act ought to have childcare center inside 

of workplace. However, a research in 2012 conducted by the Citizens’ Coalition for 

Economic Justice showed that only 43 percent of Korean conglomerate and its 

affiliate companies did not have any daycare center in the workplace or even did not 

pay compensation for not having daycare center in the workplace.14 It is quite 

shocking result showing that policy does not solve everything. To prevent this 

problem Sweden has developed several agencies that monitor corporate activities in 

the institutional level. The Equality Ombudsman (DO) is the one of them. The DO 

fights against discrimination and defend rights for everyone. Monitoring gender 

equality in the work place, schools and other areas is one of its responsibilities.15 

Formerly the Equal Opportunities Ombudsman (JämO) took care of gender-based 

discrimination, and there were 4 other ombudsmans dealing discrimination with 

ethnicity including religion or belief, disability, and sexual harassment. 4 of 

ombudsman were merged in one agency, DO, in 2009 to deal with comprehensive 

discrimination issues.  
                                                                                                                
(1) Under Article 14, Section 1 a workplace where a business owner who ought to install a 
childcare center at a workplace is a place of business which hires more than 300 of regular female 
workers or 500 of regular workers. <amended 8. December.2011> (translated by the author) 
14 http://biz.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2012/07/12/2012071202063.html 
15 Right to bring an action 
Section 25 In a dispute under Section 16 or 17, the Equal Opportunities Ombudsman may bring an 
action on behalf of an individual employee or job applicant. The action shall be brought in the 
Labour Court. When an employee’s organisation is entitled to bring an action on behalf of the 
individual under Chapter 4, Section 5 of the Labour Disputes (Judicial Procedure) Act (1974:371), 
the Equal Opportunities Ombudsman may only bring an action if the organisation does not do so.  

Actions that are brought by the Equal Opportunities Ombudsman shall be dealt with as if 
the action had been brought by the employee or job applicant on their own behalf. The provisions 
of the Labour Disputes (Judicial Procedure) Act governing matters relating to the standing of an 
individual in the litigation shall also apply when actions are brought by the Ombudsman. (SFS 
2006:442) (Parental Leave Act:1995) 
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In addition implementation of policy is well institutionalized in the private 

sector. It is important that the private company itself realizes gender imbalance in the 

work place can affect society. In this matter Ms. Falk says that in Sweden gender 

difference still exists in private companies, and especially managerial level the 

difference is more obvious. It was one of reasons that she started her own consulting 

company. Her clients are MNCs of Sweden. Falk realized that there is high demand 

on gender management in private sector:  

 

“People are born in 1980s-1990s, regardless their sex, are very talented. 

Especially the number of women who get higher education is consistently 

increasing and therefore use of women’s labor force became an important 

issue, which is not only issue in the society, but also issue in each company. 

CEOs should care about image of their brand and at the same time hold a 

labor or talent pool of talented applicants. In this regards, women labor 

force is very critical resource in a company. So we consult an organization 

to invest in the women who already work in the companies. Also, CEOs 

realize that many of their clients are women or some of their business is 

targeting women customers. Respecting value of women is closely related 

to their business.” 

 

Parental leave in practice in Sweden has been generally worked efficiently. 

Policy area and implementation amplifies synergy. There is no doubt Sweden put a 
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lot effort on parental leave further more gender equal society considering high level 

of women’s employment rate and relative high TFR among post-industry countries. 

Even though only the parental leave is not a factor of this result, I found that it is 

undeniable that parental leave is one of the most powerful and efficient methods, and 

deeply related to everyone’s daily life from interviews of experts and research. 

Expanding cash subsidies regarding parental leave sometimes get critiques. Swedish 

government, however, believes that Swedes will benefit at least one of stages.  

 

VI. Implication of Analysis  

As I mentioned in the previous introduction about the Swedish model, in 

particular policies that encourage women to work actively and equally as men, has 

got a lot intention in Korea. Even though Sweden is not a popular destination for 

Korean travelers, at some point both countries do have a common. Industrialization 

based on big enterprises’ active participation supported by the government brought 

economic prosperity to both countries. In this regard besides gender equal oriented 

socipolicy I would like to provide policy implication that I found. Following findings 

are expected to give a guideline for efficient and successful social policy for those 

countries that seek to breakthrough. In this chapter I preferably will provide 

examples of Korea.  

First of all, inconsistence between policies and practice is a serious problem 

currently Korea has. What do we need to narrow the gap from Sweden’s case? Trust 

in the government of the people is no place for doubt. The people of Sweden believe 
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in their system and government deeply. 기타오카 also points out that the trust of the 

people is one of the fundamental factors. Sweden is one of the developed countries 

that the people have strong trust in politics. And it is traditionally institutionalized by 

political culture that is the politicians are supposed to serve their people not for 

themselves in democratic decision making process. (기타오카, 2010) I already 

explained Sweden’s parliamentary tradition has a long history and so as democratic 

political culture does. Based on this trust that the Swedes have, the high rate of 

individual taxation shows how much the Swedes account on their system and 

willingness of the Swedes. Duvander of the Stockholm University, an expert on 

parental policy, also added as follow:   

 

"Individual taxation is one of the characters we have as a Welfare state 

providing good quality of welfare service. (…) Actually after the last 

election in Sweden tax decreased slightly. But I am sure that not many 

of Swedes recognized it. Plus, if I would tell them that tax was reduced, 

they would rather be more curious why, and start getting worried about 

what if their welfare benefits are reduced as well."  

 

Taxation is important as much as people’s trust in their government. 경제위

기와 한국인의 복지의식: 사회계급별 복지의식을 중심으로 was published in 2003 

after Korean people went through economic crisis in 1997. Researchers conducted 

study on welfare consciousness by social class in Korea. Korean people had 
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experienced a flourished economic growth after the Korean War. In the late 1990s, 

however, when economic crisis hit Korea and other Asian countries Korean had been 

through disastrous fall of economy. At this time the welfare issue came upon the 

surface and started building a dialogue of demand on social security. The result of 

research is quite interesting to emphasize. This research shows that respondents in 6 

different classes16 have a similar awareness in welfare. Moreover, 0.6129 the high 

average value demonstrates that there is not much different view on building a 

welfare state or establishing welfare system, which is that awareness in welfare is 

never turned over compared to other advanced capitalism states. (신광영, 조돈문, 

이성균, 2003) However, attitude towards welfare tax rise results ironically in 

0.3223, which is not even close to awareness. Respondents are not willing to pay 

extra tax, although they agree on increase welfare budget and larger coverage in 

welfare benefit.    

High demand of social security after economic crisis is also shown in 

Sweden’s case. Swedish welfare system did not stay still as it was since 1940s or 

Swedes do not think in the same way as the people did in 1940s. In fact support in 

the welfare state considerably decreased between 1996 and 2006 in Sweden. The 

proportion of the population supporting an unconditional welfare state model 

decrease from 73 percent in 1996 to 58 percent in 2006, while the proportion 

supporting a conditional welfare state model rose from 24 to 40 percent. (Kvist, 

                                         
16 The six categorized classes are as following: capital class, petty bourgeois class, middle class, 
working class, unemployed class, and not economically active population.   
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Fritzell, Hvinden and Kangas, 2012) Scholars argue that this trend is because the 

economic crisis in early 1990s affected the public opinion in demand of social 

security, which decreased when Sweden’s economy was back on track in 2006. 

Difference between Korea and Sweden is the level of welfare system, such as 

universal education system, solidarity wage system etc., which are results of 

politician’s effort back in 1940s and 1950s existed when the economic crisis stroke. 

And the other difference is a mindset that well-understanding of paying tax that 

Sweden had already in the early 1990s.  

Second implication I argue is institutional change related to implementation 

of policies. More budgets can make it possible to expand social welfare facilities, to 

improve the relevant infrastructure, and to enhance the working conditions of social 

welfare workers. Although action of government on implementing social policy is 

bound to budget, there is huge difference between when the authorities have more 

competence to improve welfare with will and the authorities do not have competence 

and will. For instance, Korean municipalities nationwide spend an average of 35 

percent of their total budget on local development projects that relied on construction, 

whereas the budget for welfare accounted for only about 19 percent. (Kim and Kim, 

2012) To avoid spending much budget on construction related projects Seoul 

municipality tried to cut down over-budgeted categories to welfare area. As a result, 

Seoul’s social welfare budget for 2012 is KRW 5.167 trillion, a 13.3 percent increase 

from 2011 representing 26.0 percent of its total budget. (Kim and Kim, 2012) 

Furthermore, the city government will raise the welfare budget further in 2014 to 30 
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percent of its total budget and continue to expand it afterwards to fully realize the 

Minimum17 and Decent Standards18 promised in the Seoul Welfare Standard19. 

Besides giving more competence to authorities consolidated monitoring agencies are 

also importance such as ombudsman. Ombudsman in Sweden monitors political 

performances and gives pressure to the government to release of information and to 

be accountable.  

This implication is not only for Korean society and open to further research 

on Asian welfare system. After massive industrialization in Asian country a number 

of countries are seeking for next step for their societies. Peng and Wong argue that 

there is characteristic in the evolution of social policy regimes in East Asia that built 

relatively high economic growth than other Asian countries. This characteristic is 

mainly related to Confucian cultural background, which is often called Asian values. 

Peng and Wong argue that it also is extended to weak of left political power that 

values more in harmony than in confrontation from Confucianism. (Castles, 

Leibfried, Lewis, Obinger and Pierson, 2010) Characteristic of East Asian welfare 

policy is now not only applied to Japan, Korea, Taiwan, but also some of East South 

                                         
17 Minimum Standards is given priority as a right of Seoul citizen by adopting the idea of National 
Minimum which Western countries attempted to achieve through a traditional welfare state system 
in the 1940s and 50s. It is to provide the minimum economic and social gains of Seoul to its 
citizens 
18 Decent Standards is a level of welfare that is higher than the National Minimum to meet a 
higher level of standards that is growing needs of Seoulites. It is the shared responsibility of a 
wide-range of welfare providers including individuals, families, communities, businesses, and 
religious groups together with Seoul city and the central government.  
19 Seoul Welfare Standards newly presents sets of welfare standards that include both ‘Decent 
Standards, and ‘Minimum Standards’. It incorporates with positive changes of institutions 
regarding welfare into the city’s governance and aims to contribute to the implementation of the 
new social development model ‘Korean universal welfare state’ into people’s daily lives.   
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Asian countries, such as Thailand, Indonesia. A cover story of the Economist in 

September 2012 was ‘Asia’s next revolution.’ The cover story indicates that welfare 

is no longer fancy term that exists in the Western countries. As economies increased 

the all Asian region, demand of welfare care increased in four dragons back in the 

1990s and additionally the South Asian countries. Now Asian countries are slowly 

moving into trial-welfare policies. Newly Industrializing Economies (NIEs), Hong 

Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Korea achieved the remarkable economic growth, but 

gender, labor issues were intentionally neglected by the governments for 

development, productivist approach. (Castles, Leibfried, Lewis, Obinger and Pierson, 

2010) Regarding building Asian welfare state professor Hort points out 

implementation problems that:  

 

“It is important to know how to implement policy. If we see Swedish system, 

many of local governments has relatively more competence than Korean 

local governments. In this regards, funding is also important. Giving more 

competence to local government for taxation is important, so that they can 

actively involve system institutionalization. Also, there is huge gap between 

regions in Asian countries. For example, China, not sure how long it will 

take to institutionalize welfare state scheme, Shanghai is very much 

industrialized and the level of living standard is very similar to any other 

developed Asian cities.” 
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To sum up Swedish social policy and practice over all provide us 

implications of successful policy and implementation: an affirmative mindset and 

willingness towards welfare should be premised; the active involvement of local 

governments or agencies, as well as monitoring practice is required.  

 

VII. Conclusion 

As Sweden took an initiative on parental leave to assure equal rights to work 

for men and women, the European Commission also released Directive on parental 

leave in 2010: men and women are entitle to take parental leave for their children or 

adoption of a child. The Council Directive provides framework that applies to all 

workers and to all types of employment contract in the EU to promote equal 

treatment between men and women.  

Even if the Swedish parental leave seems perfect, in reality the basic design 

of supplementary benefits in Sweden is not perfect: inequality of benefits by working 

sector and sex between men and women can still be found, which encourages the 

private sector to involve as well as government and the public sector. For example, 

the Ministry of Finance indicates that Swedish supplementary compensation in the 

public sector considers important for more women than men. The design of the 

supplementary benefits in the private sector is, on the other hand, important for the 

majority of men than women. (Lindquist and Wadensjö, 2006) Hallén explains 

further that there is still income inequality and sex segregation in work:  
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 “As of 2010 income equality between male and female was around 8 

percent. And if we look into managerial level, there are more male 

dominant. But I think income inequality and dominant rate of male in the 

managerial level exists all around Europe, even in Norway. So called glass 

ceiling exists also in Sweden. We have many suggestions in government 

level that we need gender quota recruitment in managerial level, which 

Norway has already implemented. It is very active dialogue so far, but it 

does not seem that we are going to implement soon in Sweden.”  

 

This paper, however, aims to give better understanding of social policy 

scheme of Sweden, in particular parental leave under gender equality which 

encourages women to be active in labor market, so that they can pursue their own 

career goal without career discontinuity and family economy. According to OECD 

last 10 years Sweden has been ranked one of states that shows high employment rate 

of female population. Except year of 2010 Sweden maintained the rate more than 71 

percent, whereas OECD average of 30 countries has been between 55 and 60 percent 

in the same period. (see appendix A) As I have discussed throughout this paper this 

achievement did not happen with implementing a set of policy package at once. I 

found that gender equality is one of the essential ideas of the Swedish policy and 

parental leave is one of the most effective tools to enhance gender equality in 

Sweden.  

As public policy becomes international issue for sustainable development of 
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humanity in the future, UN Sustainable Development Solution Network has 

published the first ‘World Happiness Report 2013.’ Happiness is not only about 

personal emotion status, in other words, happiness denotes level of quality of life. 

Society and government start paying attention to factors of happiness that they may 

provide to the citizen, and the social policy is one of them. (Helliwell, Lyard, and 

Sachs, 2012) As a result five of Scandinavian countries were ranked in top 10 years 

between 2010 and 2012: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Iceland in order. 

These countries are highly recognized as welfare states with high level of citizenship, 

transparency, quality of government and equality. According to the report there is 

now a rising worldwide demand that policy be more closely aligned with what really 

matters to people as they themselves characterize their lives, which can be led by 

further study of happiness into public awareness and public policy. (Helliwell, Lyard, 

and Sachs, 2012)   

Again, there is not a perfect system or policy, but it is always meaningful to 

study of other systems and policies for better formation of us as Rothstein pointed 

out. Finally I can conclude that management of parental leave rooted in gender 

equality can have huge impact on enhancing quality of life equally. In this regard 

Sweden that highly developed welfare system can be an excellent example. There is 

a tendency adopting few policies or programs when it is not possible to adopt whole 

idea, like picking and choosing at an ice cream shop. In the first time, however, it 

can be sweet and look good in the shape, but in any time it will either melt or be 

gone away. Only because we have different historical background or culture and we 
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are not capable of full adaptation into our society. We cannot only pick one or two 

that seems doable. With better understanding of how the Swedish model developed 

and understanding of our standing point can make it possible. What is required is 

willingness to keep the very first commitment that we are going to build a 

trustworthy government eligible to conduct social policy and the mindset of the 

people willingly to share of better life with others.  
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APPENDIX A. Residence permits granted 1980-2012 

 

Year All      Refugeeof which:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Family  2) of which Labour Students Adopted EEA
      or Quota Con- Conscientious De Person in Humanitarian 1) Imped- Temporary leg. Previous Temporary reunification family market children Agreement 3)

corr. refugee ven- objector facto need of grounds iments (children and asylum- permits reunification 
tion (ceased refugee protection to en- families with children related of refugees

refugee as of an incl. (ceased (as of incl. forcement temporary
1 Jan 1997) as of and incl. 1 Jan 1997) permit

1 Jan 1997)
1980 12,669 4,062 .. .. .. .. .. 7,786 .. 821 ..
1981 12,186 3,857 .. .. .. .. .. 7,938 .. 391 ..
1982 13,072 6,266 .. .. .. .. .. 6,440 .. 366 ..
1983 10,293 3,668 .. .. .. .. .. 6,149 .. 476 ..
1984 13,624 5,413 .. .. .. .. 829 6,561 .. 509 1,141
1985 16,108 7,314 .. .. .. .. 868 6,944 498 478 1,372
1986 22,868 11,486 .. .. .. .. 2,198 9,670 1,491 467 1,245
1987 28,649 14,042 1,457 2,326 1,679 5,374 3,206 12,387 2,503 678 1,320
1988 33,076 16,125 1,476 3,698 1,170 5,984 3,797 15,093 3,692 855 1,003
1989 44,516 24,879 1,559 3,079 136 6,066 14,039 4) 18,029 5,430 821 787
1990 37,120 12,839 1,455 2,167 14 3,927 5,276 22,221 5,189 1,143 917
1991 41,948 18,663 1,732 1,404 18 3,816 11,693 21,230 6,869 969 1,086
1992 34,602 12,791 3,402 615 4 2,447 6,323 19,662 7,112 1,233 916
1993 58,769 36,482 937 1,025 2 4,000 30,518 19,796 7,553 1,611 880
1994 78,860 44,875 7,431 785 12 3,060 33,587 5) 25,975 13,508 1,086 884 6,040
1995 32,296 5,642 1,956 148 1 1,401 2,136 6) 19,707 8,040 1,504 794 4,649
1996 31,390 4,832 1,629 128 - 1,651 1,424 18,816 3,908 1,771 807 5,164
1997 36,132 9,596 1,180 1,310 739 6,367 18,910 3,785 2,376 694 4,556
1998 39,070 8,193 1,127 1,099 987 4,980 21,673 4,612 2,665 804 5,735
1999 37,033 5,597 546 678 814 3,559 21,681 4,122 2,802 879 6,074
2000 60,490 10,546 1,501 480 1,141 7,424 22,840 3,538 15,759 3,073 876 7,396
2001 56,872 7,941 1,089 307 815 5,730 24,524 4,104 12,809 3,989 758 6,851
2002 54,396 8,493 1,042 482 956 6,013 22,346 4,632 10,135 4,585 869 7,968
2003 56,787 6,460 942 647 545 4,326 24,553 4,763 10,249 5,509 782 9,234
2004 58,811 6,140 1,822 546 729 3,043 22,337 3,085 8,529 6,021 825 14,959
2005 62,463 8,859 1,263 790 1,174 2,487 2,510 635 21,908 2,004 5,985 6,837 805 18,069
2006 86,436 25,096 1,626 963 3,728 3,657 14,823 299 26,668 3,799 6,257 7,331 623 20,461
2007 86,095 18,414 1,845 1,113 10,208 3,938 262 318 606 124 28,975 7,691 9,859 8,920 540 19,387
2008 90,021 11,237 2,209 1,934 5,278 1,571 136 14 31 64 33,184 10,665 14,513 11,186 503 19,398
2009 98,644 11,265 1,936 1,824 6,164 995 200 146 37,710 9,273 17,954 13,487 622 17,606
2010 91,458 12,130 1,786 2,304 6,814 860 309 57 29,837 3,166 16,373 14,188 450 18,480
2011 93,134 12,726 1,896 2,870 6,148 1,345 392 75 32,114 3,037 17,877 6,836 355 23,226
2012 111,090 17,405 1,853 4,617 9,095 1,328 462 50 40,873 7,897 19,936 7,092 283 25,501

TOTALT 1,640,978 413,334 46,697 37,339 3,036 37,726 55,335 173,517 1,761 17,665 637 1,450 674,537 145,966 166,235 122,076 23,820 240,754
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1 As of and incl. 31 March 2006, particularly distressing circumstances. 

2 Family reunification of certain key persons are not included as of and incl. 2005. 

3 As of and incl. 1 May 2006, rights of residence and residence permits to 3rd country nationals resident in another EU country. 

4 6,056 granted pursuant to the Government's 1989 Decision on amended asylum praxis. 

5 17,951 granted pursuant to the Government Decision on family praxis, spring of 1994. 

6 Source: Migrationsverket. (Migration Board) www.migrationsverket.se.  
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APPENDIX B. Employment rate of women percent of female population age 16-64  

 

 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Australia 61.7 62.0 63.0 63.0 64.6 65.5 66.1 66.7 66.3 66.2 66.7 66.6

Austria 59.9 61.2 61.6 60.7 62.0 63.5 64.4 65.8 66.4 66.4 66.5 67.3

Belgium 50.7 51.1 51.4 53.0 54.1 53.6 54.9 55.7 56.0 56.5 56.7 56.8

Canada 65.9 67.0 67.9 68.4 68.3 69.0 70.1 70.1 69.0 68.8 68.9 69.2

Czech Republic 57.0 57.1 56.3 56.0 56.3 56.8 57.3 57.6 56.7 56.3 57.2 58.2
Denmark 71.4 72.6 70.5 72.0 70.8 73.2 73.3 74.4 72.7 71.1 70.4 70.0

Finland 65.4 66.1 65.7 65.5 66.5 67.3 68.5 69.0 67.9 66.9 67.5 68.2

France 55.2 55.8 57.6 57.7 58.0 58.2 59.4 60.1 59.8 59.7 59.7 60.0

Germany 58.7 58.8 58.7 59.2 59.6 61.4 63.2 64.3 65.2 66.1 67.7 68.0

Greece 41.2 43.1 44.5 45.5 46.2 47.5 48.1 49.0 48.9 48.1 45.1 41.9

Hungary 49.8 49.8 50.9 50.7 51.0 51.2 50.9 50.6 49.9 50.6 50.6 52.1

Iceland 81.1 79.8 81.2 79.4 81.2 81.6 81.7 80.3 77.2 77.0 77.3 78.5

Ireland 54.0 55.0 55.2 55.6 57.9 58.7 60.3 60.5 57.6 56.0 55.6 55.2

Italy 41.1 42.0 42.7 45.2 45.3 46.3 46.6 47.2 47.0 46.8 47.2 47.8

Japan 57.0 56.5 56.8 57.4 58.1 58.8 59.5 59.7 59.8 60.1 60.3 60.7
Korea 50.9 52.0 51.1 52.2 52.5 53.1 53.2 53.2 52.2 52.6 53.1 53.5

Luxembourg 50.8 51.5 50.9 51.9 53.7 54.6 54.5 55.8 57.0 57.2 56.9 59.0

Mexico 39.0 39.5 39.1 40.9 41.6 42.9 43.6 41.4 43.0 43.8 43.4 45.3

Netherlands 64.1 64.8 64.7 64.1 64.8 66.4 68.5 70.2 69.6 69.4 69.9 70.4

New Zealand 64.8 65.3 65.7 66.5 68.0 68.4 69.0 69.0 67.4 66.7 67.2 67.0

Norway 73.8 73.9 72.7 72.7 72.0 72.3 74.0 75.4 74.4 73.3 73.4 73.8

Poland 47.8 46.4 46.2 46.4 47.0 48.2 50.6 52.4 52.8 52.6 52.7 53.1

Portugal 61.0 60.8 60.6 61.7 61.7 62.0 61.9 62.5 61.6 61.1 60.4 58.7

Slovak Republic 51.8 51.4 52.2 50.9 50.9 51.9 53.0 54.6 52.8 52.3 52.7 52.7

Spain 43.8 44.9 46.8 49.0 51.9 54.0 55.5 55.7 53.5 53.0 52.8 51.3
Sweden 73.5 73.4 72.8 71.8 71.8 72.1 73.2 73.2 70.2 69.7 71.3 71.8

Switzerland 70.7 71.5 70.7 70.3 70.4 71.1 71.6 73.5 73.6 72.5 73.3 73.6

Turkey 26.3 26.6 25.2 24.3 23.7 23.8 22.8 23.5 24.2 26.2 27.8 28.7

United Kingdom 66.0 66.3 66.4 66.6 66.7 66.8 66.3 66.9 65.6 65.3 65.3 65.7

United States 67.1 66.1 65.7 65.4 65.6 66.1 65.9 65.5 63.4 62.4 62.0 62.2

OECD-Total 55.3 55.3 55.3 55.7 56.1 56.9 57.5 57.5 60.1 59.8 60.0 60.2
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1 Employment and labour markets: Key tables from OECD - ISSN 2075-2342 - © OECD 2009 and - ISSN 2075-2342 - © OECD 2013 

2 It is edited version of table in 2009 and 2012. Since there are new four states, Chile, Estonia, Israel and Slovenia, in the table in 2012, for 

comparison I omitted those four states. 

3 Source: Labour market statistics: Labour force statistics by sex and age: indicators, OECD Employment and Labour Market Statistics 

database
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국문초록 

육아휴직 및 일-가정의 양립에 대한 스웨덴의 정책과 실제 

 

 

이재연 

서울대학교 국제대학원 

국제지역학 (유럽) 전공 

 

본 논문은 양성평등을 바탕으로 하는 스웨덴의 사회정책에 대한 연구이다.

특히, 사회정책 중 양성평등의 취지가 가장 잘 나타나 있으며, 스웨덴 정부에

서 가장 효과적인 도구로 사용하고 있는 육아휴직제도와 육아휴직제도의 사용

에 대해 연구하였다.  

양성평등을 추구하는 것은 인권에 대한 존중일 뿐만 아니라 사회 발전을 

위한 투자의 방법이다. 스웨덴은 양성평등의 가치를 가장 잘 실현한 국가들 

중의 하나이다. 다양한 국제 지표는 스웨덴이 양성평등한 사회임을 보여주는

데, 양성평등한 사회는 개인이 일과 가정의 양립이 가능한 생활을 하고 가족

이 경제적으로 안정적인 생활을 영위할 수 있도록 한다. 스웨덴 모델은 경제

성장과 복지를 함께 발전시켰다는 점에서 많은 국가에서 발전전략으로서 연구

가 되는데, 스웨덴이 제 3의 길을 선언한 뒤 많은 학자들에 의해 연구되어 왔

다.  

본 논문을 위한 조사는 본인이 겪은 스웨덴에서의 개인적인 경험과 전문

가들의 심층 면담을 적극 활용되었는데, 스웨덴 전문가들은 스웨덴의 양성평
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등 및 육아휴직, 복지국가 등의 주제에 대해 스웨덴의 입장을 설명해주었다. 

본 논문은 또한, 경제 발전을 짧은 기간에 이루어낸 동아시아 국가의 복지 시

스템에 미칠 영향을 모색하였다. 이 국가들은 경제 성장을 이루어낸 반면 복

지관련 이슈에는 사회적 갈등을 겪고 있다.  

본 논문에서는 스웨덴 모델이 지금까지 유지될 수 있었던 요인을 인구학

적, 사회 및 정치적, 경제적인 분야로 나누어 설명한다. 스웨덴은 다른 국가 

보다 1930년 대에 저출산을 먼저 경험했고 현재는 TFR 1.9를 유지하고 있으며, 

사민당의 정치적 목표와 민주적인 정치 문화가 복지국가 형성에 큰 역할을 하

였다. 또한 독특한 적극적 노동시장정책으로 상대적으로 안정적인 고용시스템

을 발전시켰다. 스웨덴의 사회정책을 관통하는 양성평등에 대해 설명하고 특

히, 현재 양성평등을 이루기 위해 가장 효과적인 도구로 사용되는 육아휴직제

도에 대해 알아본다. 스웨덴은 양성평등, 일-가정의 양립, 여성의 취업률 등

에 대해 실시된 국제 지표에서 상위에 위치했다.  

본 연구를 통해 기본적으로 양성평등을 바탕으로 하는 사회정책의 틀 외

에도 스웨덴 사회정책의 두 가지 특징을 발견했는데, 하나는 사람들의 사고방

식과 사회정책을 대하는 적극성이고 다른 하나는 사회정책을 실시하는 국가기

관의 충분한 권한과 사회정책의 실행을 감시하는 정부기관의 여부이다. 이 발

견은 이후 한국을 비롯한 다른 아시아 국가들이 사회정책을 성공적으로 계획

하고 실행할 수 있는 지침을 제공할 것이다. 
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